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Appendix 1: Table of Interviewees 

  

Name Current Position 

Arjun Kalia Sourcing & Supply Chain Manager-SAARC divison 

Anup Chhokar Sales Associate - TATA STEEL, partially involved as managing coordination between 

production plants and warehouses. 

Jayaraj Arokiyasamy Head of IT, Fully Involved in both Functions.  

Meet Parikh I am a Project Manager in IT product-based company. I have an experience involved in 

Supply Chain process 

Jyoti Tauro Senior Financial Analyst. Have some knowledge on blockchain with supply chain 

Rishabh Mudgal Product Lead - Middle and Last Mile (80-90% involved) 

Shrey Gera Packaging engineer. Handling inventory needed for the assembly line 

Rutvij Vaishnav Owner. Completely involved from sourcing to supplying.  

Nishant Patel Sr. Machine Learning scientist. Our business revolves around supply chain tracking 

using IOT sensors. 

Het Vyas Project Manager and Marketing Executive  

Darshit Shah I work as a supply chain strategy consultant to advise clients to improve their supply 

chains. I am completely involved with the supply chain and to some extent technology 

fields. 

Sohaib Sulaiman Area Sales Manager. I have regular coordination with supply chain team to ensure local 

availability of products 

Goutham Ravichandiran UX designer  

Manik Vig Capacity Planning in Supply Chain 

Pratik Patil I am currently an MBA student at NITIE Mumbai, for Operations/Supply Chain 

Management domain.  

Jayraj Trivedi Working as an IT consultant. Does not involve supply chain but involves IT 

Erik Valiquette CEO of the Blockchain Supply Chain Association 

Kevin Bao CEO, 100% in both 

Sujar Jacob Distribution Center Management & Projects 

Anisha Goel I'm IT Project Manager in Cisco. My work mainly involves IT and about 20% supply 

chain management. 
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Appendix 2: Questionnaire 

 

Interview Questionnaire 

[1] Your Full Name  

[2] What is your current role in your company? To what extent are you involved with supply chain or 

IT?  

[3] Are you aware of blockchain technology? Was it implemented in your organization? How was it 

implemented? If not, why? 

[4] Describe current and foreseeable issues in the supply chain in your organization?  

[5] To what extent do you think issues described earlier can be mitigated by implementing blockchain 

solutions?  

[6] What could be prerequisites and preconditions for the implementation of Blockchain technology in 

your organization?  

[7] What can be prominent drivers for enabling blockchain in the supply chain?  

[8] What can be the major limitations that prevent the implementation of blockchain in the supply chain?

  

[9] Any additional comments  
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Thesis Questionnaire - Integration of Blockchain with Supply chain 
Using this questionnaire, I am researching about the extend to which decision makers see implementing blockchain 

as a way of optimizing supply chain, foreseeable future opportunities and limitations.   
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Thesis Questionnaire - Integration of Blockchain with Supply chain 
Using this questionnaire, I am researching about the extend to which decision makers see implementing blockchain 

as a way of optimizing supply chain, foreseeable future opportunities and limitations.   

 

 

 

Are you aware of blockchain technology? Was it implemented in your organization? How was it 

implemented? If not, why ? * 

Yes, Wipro has numerous offerings of Block Chain. We help our customers with Blockchain platforms, advisory 

services and various industry based thematic solutions. We've helped lots of customer implement block chain. You 

can find case studies on www.wipro.com/blockchain 
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Thesis Questionnaire - Integration of Blockchain with Supply chain 
Using this questionnaire, I am researching about the extend to which decision makers see implementing blockchain 

as a way of optimizing supply chain, foreseeable future opportunities and limitations.   
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What can be prominent drivers for enabling blockchain in the supply chain? * 

With the current competitive scenario it is imperative that we are on our toes with respect to material availability 

and this requirement will force organisations to adopt this technology which ensures they're aware of their 

shipment status at all times and since it reduces the chances of any breakage into the system it further gives 

organizations an incentive to adopt it. 
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Thesis Questionnaire - Integration of Blockchain with Supply chain 
Using this questionnaire, I am researching about the extend to which decision makers see implementing blockchain 

as a way of optimizing supply chain, foreseeable future opportunities and limitations.   
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What could be prerequisites and preconditions for the implementation of Blockchain technology in your 

organization? * 

1. it's very important to have clear guidelines and frameworks on Government, Legal and Compliance regulations to 

implement blockchain technology. 2. Blockchain technology Solutions/Systems to prove that it can be seamlessly 

integrated with Business Systems such as ERP or Accounting Systems.  
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Thesis Questionnaire - Integration of Blockchain with Supply chain 
Using this questionnaire, I am researching about the extend to which decision makers see implementing blockchain 

as a way of optimizing supply chain, foreseeable future opportunities and limitations.   
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Thesis Questionnaire - Integration of Blockchain with Supply chain 
Using this questionnaire, I am researching about the extend to which decision makers see implementing blockchain 

as a way of optimizing supply chain, foreseeable future opportunities and limitations.   

 

 

 

 

 

To what extent do you think issues described earlier can be mitigated by implementing blockchain 

solutions? * 
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It is about, if someone were to send you an email today with an attachment, you wouldn't be opening the exact 

attachment that they sent you, instead,you will be reading a digital recreation of that attachment.with Blockchain 

you can exchange an actual piece of data without needing a mutually trusted broker in the middle of your 

transaction. 
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Thesis Questionnaire - Integration of Blockchain with Supply chain 
Using this questionnaire, I am researching about the extend to which decision makers see implementing blockchain 

as a way of optimizing supply chain, foreseeable future opportunities and limitations.    
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Describe current and foreseeable issues in the supply chain in your organization? * 

The current issue remains with legacy structures and patterns in the way business was done. Bringing that to a 

closure and adopting new technologies is one issue. Second is the new business process, understanding the entire 

supply chain needs in the new digital world is complex to fulfill the end user needs.  

Another issue is that data on the ledger cannot be erased or reversed, so carefully it must be implemented. Leaders 

have trust issues.  
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Thesis Questionnaire - Integration of Blockchain with Supply chain 
Using this questionnaire, I am researching about the extend to which decision makers see implementing blockchain 

as a way of optimizing supply chain, foreseeable future opportunities and limitations.   
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Thesis Questionnaire - Integration of Blockchain with Supply chain 
Using this questionnaire, I am researching about the extend to which decision makers see implementing blockchain 

as a way of optimizing supply chain, foreseeable future opportunities and limitations.   
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Are you aware of blockchain technology? Was it implemented in your organization? How was it 

implemented? If not, why ? * 

Aware of it: Yes  

Implemented: No  

Why?: In the Indian Manufacturing sector lots of unorganized supply chain partners form the major part of the 

supply chain. Implementing block chain through them is a very difficult task in the presence scenario. Because of  

lack of awareness, implementation technologies in the rural regions, education level in the blue collar workers of 

these unorganized supply chain partners and lack of financial resources it becomes nearly impossible task at this 

moment to implement at our organization.  
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Thesis Questionnaire - Integration of Blockchain with Supply chain 
Using this questionnaire, I am researching about the extend to which decision makers see implementing blockchain 

as a way of optimizing supply chain, foreseeable future opportunities and limitations.   

 

 

 

 
Describe current and foreseeable issues in the supply chain in your organization? * 

For us the main problem was power consumption of the blockchain calculations. Our devices collect data every few 

minutes and as they are edge devices; any added computation shrinks down the timespan the device can be used 

for between recharge cycle. So, introducing blockchain literally halved the time it can stay in action; which is big 

deal breaker for long running multimodal shipments (e.g. going from china to  

USA; it takes 25+ days and if our devices can't last that long then it's deal breaker) 
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To what extent do you think issues described earlier can be mitigated by implementing blockchain 

solutions? * 

Blockchain was experimented on in our company to add the extra confidence that the temperature/humidity/shock 

readings were authentic and wasn't changed/tampered with; but doing so reduced the timespan of our devices. So 

even though the confidence was boosted; practically it wasn't just feasible to deploy it for live customer devices. 

 

What can be prominent drivers for enabling blockchain in the supply chain? * 

To be honest it's more of a buzz generating tool than being actually useful. In supply chain the only practial usecase 

i can see is to maintain service agreements and contracts between logistics service provider and consumer so that 

none of the party can shy/sway away from their own agreements.  

All the other usecases are shallow or straight up impractical; it's like taking a train to go 2 miles just to show-off. 
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Describe current and foreseeable issues in the supply chain in your organization? * 

Transparency of data is current issue in our organization as each Big warehouses have differentreporting styles 

based on the locations. It is difficult to maintain and analyzethe data. Which can be eradicated with the use of 

Blockchain technology as it will have symmetrical reporting systems with Transparency.  
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Thesis Questionnaire - Integration of Blockchain with Supply chain 
Using this questionnaire, I am researching about the extend to which decision makers see implementing blockchain 

as a way of optimizing supply chain, foreseeable future opportunities and limitations.   
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Thesis Questionnaire - Integration of Blockchain with Supply chain 
Using this questionnaire, I am researching about the extend to which decision makers see implementing blockchain 

as a way of optimizing supply chain, foreseeable future opportunities and limitations.   
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What can be prominent drivers for enabling blockchain in the supply chain? * 

Problems in existing supply chain traceability systems, which are either difficult or impossible to solve with current 

technologies, include establishing reliable provenance, and preventing fraud and counterfeiting. Existing 

traceability systems adopt either a centralized or distributed architecture. Blockchain is a promising technology for 

addressing these issues which brings three major benefits: (i) secure traceability and control, (ii) data immutability 

and (iii) trust creation, in relatively low cost IT solutions. 
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Thesis Questionnaire - Integration of Blockchain with Supply chain 
Using this questionnaire, I am researching about the extend to which decision makers see implementing blockchain 

as a way of optimizing supply chain, foreseeable future opportunities and limitations.   

 

 

 

Are you aware of blockchain technology? Was it implemented in your organization? How was it 

implemented? If not, why ? * 

Over the past 5 years, the development of blockchain based solutions has intensified across the IT consulting 

industry. Presently the solutions are developed for a variety of industries but the adoption has been slow due to 

trust and data privacy issues. According to a 2018 survey by our firm,  

- only 3% of the organisations deployed blockchain at scale  

- 10% are at an advanced stage of experimentation, with pilots in at least one site  

- 87% are at early experimental or proof of concept stage 
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Thesis Questionnaire - Integration of Blockchain with Supply chain 
Using this questionnaire, I am researching about the extend to which decision makers see implementing blockchain 

as a way of optimizing supply chain, foreseeable future opportunities and limitations.   

 

 

 

Are you aware of blockchain technology? Was it implemented in your organization? How was it 

implemented? If not, why ? * 

Yes, my organization is connecting crypto and blockchain networks to our global payment network. Universal 

Payment Channel (UPC), developed at my organization acts as a hub, interconnecting multiple blockchain networks, 

allowing a secure transfer of digital currencies. 
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What is your current role in your company? To what extent are you involved with supply chain or IT? * 

I am currently an MBA student at NITIE Mumbai, considered as one of the top institutes in India for 

Operations/Supply Chain Management domain. I’ll be joining Amazon as a Level 5 Program Manager from the next 

financial year. I have a 4-year experience working on SAP infra, 2-month seller classification framework 

development experience in Amazon and 3-month operations consulting and capacity planning experience for Bajaj 

Electricals Limited. 

Are you aware of blockchain technology? Was it implemented in your organization? How was it 

implemented? If not, why ? * 

In my experience, I have not seen Blockchain being used on a commercial scale in Indian supply chains. However, 

there is a rapid increase in awareness among the middle management. I have seen my seniors, fellow batchmates 

creating ready-to-implement models based on Blockchain during their internships. Their SCM projects were spread 

across a wide range of domains like FMCG, Pharma, Textile, Infrastructure, Ecommerce. Blockchain being a 

relatively newer technology, it is easier for new generation managers to upskill themselves and implement it in 

their organizations.  

Describe current and foreseeable issues in the supply chain in your organization? * 

In my opinion, the majority of SCM issues arise because of inaccurate forecasting models. A slight miscalculation 

creates ripples up the supply chain. We have seen this issue more prevalent after the COVID disruptions. I have 

seen my friends investing a lot of time in adjusting their forecasting models factoring in seasonality, demand and 

the desired service level of the company. 

To what extent do you think issues described earlier can be mitigated by implementing blockchain 

solutions? * 

There are many advanced EDI technologies that are already in use for ease of transactions. Using IoT (as simple as 

RFID tags) to ERP, the paperless transaction and tracking is quite sophisticated as it is today. I think that we can use 

Blockchains to increase the visibility of transactions throughout the supply chain and remove the data from silos. 

This will help decision making right from vendors to customers and adjust as per their own bottlenecks. 
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What could be prerequisites and preconditions for the implementation of Blockchain technology in your 

organization? * 

I think we need large server storage spaces and computing power at each node of the supply chain. With increasing 

access to these equipment, blockchain becomes more feasible. As I mentioned earlier, we need upskilling and 

introduction of young managers to convert the traditional systems to newer ones. 
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Thesis Questionnaire - Integration of Blockchain with Supply chain 
Using this questionnaire, I am researching about the extend to which decision makers see implementing 

blockchain as a way of optimizing supply chain, foreseeable future opportunities and limitations.   
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Describe current and foreseeable issues in the supply chain in your organization? * 

Supply chains are critical to our every day lives and the current pandemic has shown us how fragile our 

supply chains are. Too many "issues" to describe here. But using antiquated methodologies and paper 

based processes are at the core of several of these disruptive issues.  
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Thesis Questionnaire - Integration of Blockchain with Supply chain 
Using this questionnaire, I am researching about the extend to which decision makers see implementing 

blockchain as a way of optimizing supply chain, foreseeable future opportunities and limitations.   
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Thesis Questionnaire - Integration of Blockchain with Supply chain 
Using this questionnaire, I am researching about the extend to which decision makers see implementing 

blockchain as a way of optimizing supply chain, foreseeable future opportunities and limitations.   
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Thesis Questionnaire - Integration of Blockchain with Supply chain 
Using this questionnaire, I am researching about the extend to which decision makers see implementing 

blockchain as a way of optimizing supply chain, foreseeable future opportunities and limitations.   
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What could be prerequisites and preconditions for the implementation of Blockchain 

technology in your organization? * 

a) Building awareness and understanding of blockchain as a technology amongst the management 

teams  

b) Identifying the business case and quantifiable benefits of implementing the the technology c) 

Employee competency to build and maintain the blockchain systems 
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Appendix 4: Results of code references of NVivo 

 

Name Code Reference 

Kevin Bao 8 12 

Jyoti Tauro 10 15 

Jayaraj Arokiyasamy 11 15 

Erik Valiquette 13 18 

Anisha Goel 35 60 

Arjun Kalia 8 15 

Darshit Shah 13 24 

Jayaraj Trivedi 14 30 

Anup Chhokar 27 54 

Het Vyas 14 21 

Goutham Ravichandir 18 30 


